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January 2022 Business Meeting

February Competition
The competition meeting will be a
GoTo Meeting session on
Feb.10, at 7:00 pm. A meeting
link will be sent just prior to the
meeting.

After lengthy discussion at the January
13, 2022 meeting, the following changes
were approved by the members:
1). A scoring system of 1-5 was approved,
replacing the 1-9 system. This was intended to focus on easier to understand
variations in image quality and more on
the comments relating to the images. New definitions of the scores will be
distributed and become effective in February 2022.
2) A member may opt out of receiving
scores on images submitted for competition but still receive comments. The members opting out will not be eligible for Photographer of the Year but may still participate in GSCCC and PSA competitions. A
member who opts out of scores will have
the decision binding for the remainder of
that year.
The Bylaws will be amended.

From the President…
Greetings,
I hope your New Year is off to a
good start. I appreciate everyone's
input and involvement in our two
votes in January which changed our
scoring system to 1-5 (from 1-9) and
also allowed members to opt out of
receiving scores for compettion. Healthy discussion helps us all
to continue to evolve and improve
the club.
We all owe Janet Chung a big thank
you for agreeing to be Field Trip
Chair again. Please email her with
your suggestions of places and
events that she might consider. Hopefully we can all get out
more during this year and see each
other in person.
I would also welcome any suggestions people have for programs,
whether outside speakers or from
our own members on topics in which
you're interested in learning more.
Stay safe and keep photographing.
Stephanie

Deadline for digital submission…
All digital entries must be sent

to

Carmen Sewell
csewell3@comcast.net
by 9 PM February 5
Entries received after that will not
be eligible for February competition
FYI… the deadline is always the
Saturday before the
competition meeting.
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February Field Trip

End of the Year
Awards for 2021

Place: Cockrell Butterfly Center, 5555
Herman Park Drive, Houston, TX
77030. We will meet at the inside of
Cockrell Butterfly Center.

A Virtual 2021 Annual Awards Night
was held on January 27, 2022.

Date: Saturday, February 19, 2022, 10
am to whenever you want to leave.

Awards for End of the Year Competition
winners were announced in Group A
and Group B for first, second and third
place in each of three categories… Assigned, Monochrome and Open. Winning images can be seen beginning on
page 3.

Where to purchase ticket: Go to
Cockrell Butterfly Center website,
(https://www.hmns.org/cockrell-butterflycenter/ )Get tickets, select February 19,
2022, 10 am and purchase your ticket
online, $12 a ticket no added service
fee.

Comments by Judge Earl Nottingham *
were read for the winning images.
All winners were awarded ribbons and
each of the first place winners will receive a print of their image.

If you are a member of the Houston Museum of Nature Science, you may have
some discount. You can buy a ticket at
the door also.

The Photographer of the Year Award
was won by Stephen Mayeux.

What lens: Any lens works well, either
macro, medium, or long lens with extension tube (to minimize the required focus distance).

* Earl Nottingham is an accredited
Master Photographer whose works
have appeared in numerous publications as well as serving as chief photographer for the Texas Parks and
Wildlife Department for 25 years.

Speed and aperture: 1/250 second and
5.6-8 aperture to start with.
Tips: Open your lens cover in your camera bag once you enter the Museum of
Nature Science to prevent fogging when
you enter the high humidity of Cockrell
Butterfly Center.

Help Save the Monarch Butterfly
Here are some ways you can help the
Monarch survive:
1.Plant Milkweed in your flower beds.
This is the only food a monarch caterpillar
can eat and the milkweed in the wild is
being killed off by urbanization and agriculture clearing land.
2. Don’t use pesticides in your yard.
3.Create Monarch Habitat— National
Wildlife Federation Garden for Wildlife program can teach you how to turn
any outdoor space into a complete habitat
for monarchs. Just provide food, water,
cover and places to raise young. It all
starts with what you plant and you can
create a habitat garden in your own yard,

There are several great butterfly photography YouTube videos on the internet. They offer great tips to photo butterfly. Learn and increase your chance to
photograph better butterfly images.
Janet Chung

The Monarch is the State Butterfly of Texas
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End of the Year winning Images 2021
Category: Assigned

Free Ride
First Place

Ft. Griffin
Third Place

Eye in the Sky
Second Place

by Stephen Mayeux
Group A

Storm on the Plain
Second Place

Hovering
First Place

by Stephen Mayeux
Group A

American Eagle
Third Place

by Donnie Walton
Group B
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by Scott Meyer
Group A

by Joe Smith
Group B

by Donnie Walton
Group B

Category: Monochrome

Beautiful Stride by F. Joe Schmitt
First Place
Group A

Packard Grill
Third Place

Anhinga by Scott Meyer
Second Place
Group A

Roof Tiles and Snow
First Place

by James Gamble
Group A

Cannons and Ships
Second Place

by Jane Ashley
Group B

by Jane Ashley
Group B

Coquerel’s Sifaka by Joe Smith.
Third Place
Group B
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Category: Open

Baby Frog by Julie Cheng
Second Place Group B
Hanging in There
First Place

by Janet Chung
Group A

Inverted by James Gamble
Third Place Group A

Pierre by Joe Smith
First Place Group B

Bullfrog Patterns
by Jane Ashley
Second Place Group B

The Monastery
Third Place
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by Richard Lemmon
Group B

Thursday-Saturday, April 7-9, 2022
https://www.gulfstatesccc.org/convention-2022
Louisiana Photographic Society is very excited to announce the opening of registration for the GSCCC 2022 Convention. We invite you to make plans now to join us at
the Marriott Hotel April 7-9 for a time of learning, fun and visiting with fellow photographers.
Registration remains at $75, as we have had for the last several conventions, a bargain for the instruction and free fieldtrips you will receive. We are proud to have Lisa
Langell and Alison Carlino joining us this year. Both are outstanding leaders in their
areas of photography.
The Friday Night Extravaganza will include two opportunities to photograph, late afternoon and night (with Alison), and dinner. Finally, we will have the awards banquet on
Saturday night.
Additionally, we will have Cecil Holmes, a Tamron rep, on site with loaner lenses and
teaching a couple of classes. Rounding out the sessions are three local folks who
bring talent and unique perspective. We feel we have a line up that will provide great
value and some great take-a-ways for everyone.
We are also very excited to have Arlington Camera join us this year as our equipment
vendor. They are regulars at PPA conventions and always do a great job. We proudly support local businesses.
Our host hotel is the Marriott, centrally located to the interstate and near many quality
dining opportunities. We have negotiated a rate of $119.00 per night ($138 with taxes
and fees) which we feel is very reasonable for the area. There is a limited block of
rooms available at this guaranteed rate so please reserve early.

Please take a moment to look at the website for detailed information of the speakers,
agenda, vendors, door prizes, field trips and, of course, to register.(Continued on page 7)
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GSCCC Convention 2022

(continued from page 6)

Lisa Langell, well-known photographer, workshop leader and educator will be the keynote speaker at the banquet and teach two classes for us. She is also offering two one
-day pre-conference events. Each of these workshops are from 9 am – 6:00 pm and
lunch is included. Lisa is offering a $20 discount for GSCCC attendees using the code
earlybird. Registration is limited to 18 people per class to insure individualized attention. These will fill up quickly so be sure to grab your spot early. You will register for
these classes directly from her website.
Ignite Your Creativity!
Tuesday, April 5, 2022
https://dev.langellphotography.com/events/ignite-your-creativity/
Instructor: Lisa Langell About Lisa
In a creative rut? This is THE class to join for loads of inspiration and photographic
joy! Your instructor and photographer, Lisa Langell, is known for her creative artistry
and excellent instruction. She will teach you a variety of skills, techniques, exercises
and in-the-field activities that will help jump start your creativity and expand your mindset around creating not just images—but walls full of photographic art! She will also
provide Photoshop tips to keep the inspiration going even further.
Magic of Nature High Key
Wednesday, April 6, 2022
https://dev.langellphotography.com/events/magic-of-nature-high-key/
Learn the beautiful art of High Key Style photography. Lisa Langell is known for her
exquisite high-key style images and for her instructional skill. Her exciting class will
show you how to capture the light, bright, simple and ethereal style of high-key nature
photography. You will learn to do so in both indoor and outdoor settings using a variety
of lighting conditions. The gardens around this location will provide some of the essential ingredients to create this type of work – and will help you master how to create
stunning high-key style images anywhere!
As always, please contact me with questions, comments or concerns. We are excited
to host and hope to see you in Baton Rouge soon.
Renee Pierce, co-chair
gulfstatesccc@gmail.com
225-241-1959
Scenes from Baton Rouge courtesy of James Gamble.

Louisiana Capitol Building

Bridge Across the Mississippi River
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Stern Wheeler on the River

January 2022 Competition
Judges: Janet Chung, Joe Smith, Philip Tan
Assignment

Doors, Windows, Gates

Open

Riquewihr Window

Joe Smith

24

F. Joe Schmitt

25

22

Red shouldered Hawk Portrait
Hummingbird

Temple Gate at Sunset

Julie Cheng

Janet Chung

24

Winter Light Gate

Janet Chung

21

Christmas Tree Swirl

Stephanie Rudd

23

Windows of War

Stephanie Rudd

20

Hello

Janet Chung

23

Bolivar Motel

Stephen Mayeux

19

Ruby Throated on Flower

Joe Smith

23

Old Salem Shop Window

Jane Ashley

19

Hootie

Scott Meyer

22

Pheriche Window

Scott Meyer

19

Kingfisher and Its Prey

Julie Cheng

22

Very Old Door, Toulon, France

F. Joe Schmitt

19

Paloma Vineyards, Napa

F. Joe Schmitt

22

San Elizario Doors

Donnie Walton

18

Six Pack

James Gamble

22

Three Windows

James Gamble

18

Walkway to the Louvre

Stephen Mayeux

22

Window and Door

Charles Edwards

18

MFA Tunnel of Light

Jane Ashley

21

A Trio of Shadows

Dick Lemmon

17

San Elizario Chapel

Donnie Walton

21

Joe Smith

21

12 images

Avg. 19.5

Window Shopping

Monochrome

Yosemite Falls

Charles Edwards

21

Pensive Owl

Stephanie Rudd

20

Cappadocia

Stephen Mayeux

24

Powerful Eagle

Julie Cheng

20

Not Happy

F. Joe Schmitt

23

Roof Vents

Stephen Mayeux

20

Robin on Wire

Joe Smith

23

A Street of Color

Dick Lemmon

19

Single Foot Egret in Flight

Julie Cheng

23

Backlit Pelicans

Janet Ashley

19

The Photographer

James Gamble

23

Cruise Alaska

James Gamble

19

Terlingua Cemetery

Donnie Walton

19

Great Fountain at Dusk

Scott Meyer

19

Party Girl

Scott Meyer

18

Mexican Hat Rock

Donnie Walton

19

A Forgotten Friend

Dick Lemmon

16

Lunch Time

Dick Lemmon

18

Covered Bridge

Jane Ashley

16

Court Yard and Bells

Charles Edwards

15

Point Iroquois Lighthouse in Fog

Stephanie Rudd

14

Bexar County Courthouse

Charles Edwards

12

11 images

Avg. 19.2

Entries - 47
Average – 20.1
Photographers - 12
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24 images Avg. 20.7

ATTENTION:
All Competition Participants

Assignment Categories

Images must be submitted according to
club guidelines or your image may not
be included in the monthly competition

Assignments for 2022

Please follow the sizing instructions
carefully:
A horizontal image cannot be longer
than 1400 pixels along the horizontal
side;
A vertical image cannot be longer than
1050 pixels along the vertical side.
( Vertical images cannot be sized 1400
pixels along the vertical side!)
The size of the JPEG image is not
to exceed 1MB.( See above for pixel
size.)Color Profile must be sRGB.
Rename the image according to the
guidelines below.
For example:
An Assignment image by John
Brown would appear as
AS_Assignment_BrownJ.jpg
O_Open Category_ N_BrownJ.jpg

February

Backlighting

March

Symmetry

April

Reflections

May

Rain

June

Mirrors

July

Dusk and Dawn

August

Moving water

September

Creative

October

Architecture

November

Trees/leaves

December

Street Photography

NOTE: Images may not be submitted
more than once regardless of the category.

(Use “M” for Monochrome and “O” for
Open categories.) If the image fits the
Nature category. Add an N after the image title and before your name and the
,jpg. Remember that certain processing
adjustments are not allowed in nature.
See website for more information.

Color images may not be submitted
as monochrome if they have been
used in another category and vice
versa.

DO NOT use first names, nicknames or initials only, for identification.

Notice: 2023 Assignments will be
posted in the March issue of Reflex
News.

Also, the size of the title is limited to 30
characters including spaces when naming images. It is important that the guidelines for naming files be followed when submitting images for the monthly competitions
otherwise you run the risk of not being credited with your entries.

A thought for the day:
The saddest aspect of life right now is that
science gathers knowledge faster than society gathers wisdom.
Isaac Asimov
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Photographic Society of America
2022 Photo Festival is in
Colorado Springs, Colorado
SEPTEMBER 21 - 24, 2022
DoubleTree by Hilton Hotel
Colorado Springs
1775 E Cheyenne Mountain Blvd,
Colorado Springs, CO 80906

Save the Dates and watch for more
Information in this space.

Did You Know?
HPC’s Website has links to PSA and
GSCCC on the Home page, as well as
the Reflex News, galleries, winners of
PSA/GSCCC competitions and our
monthly competitions with comments.

Houston Photochrome Club is a member of the Photographic Society of
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